Dear

Please refer to this Ministry's reference no. 3/31/2012-PP dated 19.08.2013, 3/32/2012-PP-I(pt) dated 19.08.2013 and 3/32/2012-PP-I dated 16.05.2013 (copies enclosed), regarding following steps required to be taken for implementation of restructured MsDP during 12th Five Year Plan:

1. Engagement of Block Level Facilitators (BLFs)
2. Conducting Base-line Survey
3. Organising Orientation Programme for districts/blocks/towns level officials to make them aware about the details of restructured MsDP

However, we have not received your proposals for any of the above mentioned actions.

I therefore request you to send the proposals at the earliest, so that MsDP can be effectively implemented in your state.

Yours sincerely,

To as per list attached:-